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Railroad Rolling Stock Motorbooks International
Rails Across Australia is an album of photographs taken by David
Cable, a well regarded British author of several picture albums of
train pictures throughout the world. The photos were taken
initially during the period 1967–1973 when David lived in
Adelaide, and then during several visits around the
Commonwealth during the 21st Century. The photos cover a wide
variety of trains in the mainland states from Queensland to the
Pilbara region of Western Australia, and include pictures showing
trains in the landscapes as well as close up photos of different
gauges originally established in a various states are illustrated by

the individual classes designed for them, in addition to the
newest designs for the standard gauge tracks now linking them.
The Kettle Valley and Its Railways Douglas, David & Charles ;
Newton Abbot [Eng.] : David & Charles
The Railways of the USA have a great following, both in the
United States where there are large numbers of rail fans and
increasingly in Britain/Europe, where there are enthusiasts who
visit and model North American railroads.
Canadian Rail Car Pictorial Chronicle Books
With 54 black and white photographs and maps, Rails Across the
Rockies tells the stories of the surveying and construction of the
Canadian Pacific, Grand Trunk Pacific, and Canadian Northern
railways in the glory days of Canadian railroading. The
construction of the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk Pacific, and
the Canadian Northern railways rank among the greatest political
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and financial gambles in Canada’s history. Politicians, engineers,
and surveyors bickered and scrapped for years over why, how,
and where to locate the rails. Each of the enterprises helped to
stitch the country together physically while threatening to tear it
apart politically. Great Railways of the Canadian West tells the
stories of the scheming and the daring, and the monumental
physical toil of laying steel across the mountains in the golden
age of railroading in Canada.
Lost Railway Journeys from Around the World Pen and
Sword
The growth of the network of railway lines across Canada is
presented here with contemporary material and photographs to
assist the text.
Rails Across the Rockies Altitude Publishing (Canada)
Explore Ontario’s rich railway heritage — from stations and hotels
to train rides, bridges, water towers, and roundhouses. Rails
Across Ontario will take the reader back to a time when the
railway ruled the economy and the landscape. Read about
historic stations, railway museums, heritage train rides, and
historic bridges. Follow old rail lines along Ontario’s most popular
rail trails. Find out where steam engines still puff across farm
fields and where historic train coaches lead deep into the wilds of
Ontario’s scenic north country. Discover long forgotten but once
vital railway structures, such as roundhouses, coal docks, and
water towers. Learn about regular VIA Rail routes that follow
some of the province’s oldest rail lines and pass some of its most
historic stations, including one that has operated continuously
since 1857.
Railways Dundurn

The story of the railroads parallels the history of the United
States and Canada. This pictorial history explores the early days
of steam, the first transcontinental tracks, the robber barons, the
luxury trains, and the decline of the railroads in recent years. 140
photos, 120 in color.
Algoma Eastern Railway Edmonds, Wash. : Pacific Fast Mail
Travel back to the wonder years of rail in this beautiful
compendium of art and illustration. Through luggage labels,
maps, posters, advertisements, promotional brochures, napkins,
and other colorful ephemera, All Aboard! celebrates our romance
with the railroad. Its pages provide a nostalgic look at rail travel
as it used to be, from the exciting early days at the turn of the
century through its heyday in the '30s and through World War II.
Lynn Johnson and Michael O'Leary have collected hundreds of
period images, from Deco-era logos that evoke the sleek,
streamlined style of the day to wartime propaganda posters
highlighting the muscularity of freight locomotives that
transported weapons and tanks for American troops. All Aboard!
also explores the art of the Orient Express and great European
lines, the rugged rails of Canada, and exotic points abroad. This
exciting new resource for train enthusiasts and everyone on the
lookout for terrific images recreates the splendor of the modern
locomotive era.
All Aboard! Harrison Hot Springs, B.C. : Sudio E Books
Rails Across Britain is a collection of full-size colour photographs
of trains that have operated in Great Britain over the last thirty
years. Compiled by a well-regarded author of several successfully
published books showing many varying classes of trains
throughout the world, this book covers the period from 1986 to
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the present day. It brilliantly illustrates the various classes and
the huge myriad of colour schemes that have been used
throughout the years, from the great days of the British Rail to
the era of Privatisation. The contrast between the cash-strapped
British Rail from an almost universal blue and grey colour
scheme, to the well-funded privatised multi-coloured system seen
today, is well portrayed in this comprehensive album, in which
more than one photo of a class is shown.This selection of
photographs have been specifically chosen to demonstrate an
undeniably wide range of locations from Fort William in Scotland
to St Austell in Cornwall, and, of course, in a variety of British
weather conditions. The emphasis is, therefore, on the beauty of
the train in its surroundings.
Rails Across Canada Graphic Arts Books
It was one of the great railways that opened up Canada, and
played a huge role in the development of Hamilton, the site of its
head offices. Yet the rise and fall of the Great Western Railway
has been almost lost to memory. David R.P. Guay provides the
authoritative book of a great Canadian railway that history forgot.
The Pictorial History of Railroads Mountain Vision Publishing
Ron Brown is Canada’s leading literary authority on the history of
Canada’s railways, particularly those now-lost branches from the
golden age of steam that once ran like veins and arteries
throughout the country. This special five-book bundle collects
several of his titles, including: In Search of the Grand Trunk,
which takes a close look at Ontario’s railway heritage in the late
19th and early 20th centuries; the poignant The Train Doesn’t
Stop Here Anymore, an examination of the railroad’s impact on
communities — when it leaves town; and Rails Across Ontario,

Rails Across the Prairies, and the new Rails to the Atlantic, which
trace the development of rail across the country and its economic
and social impact. Brown’s books are entertaining but also
meticulously researched. This bundle is a treasure trove for the
railway enthusiast. Includes: In Search of the Grand Trunk Rails
Across the Prairies Rails Across Ontario The Train Doesn’t Stop
Here Anymore Rails to the Atlantic
White Lion Publishing
The Railways of the USA have a great following, both in the
United States where there are large numbers of rail fans and
increasingly in Britain/Europe, where there are enthusiasts who
visit and model North American railroads.
The Grand Trunk Western Railroad University of Toronto Press
Ron Brown is Canada’s leading literary authority on the history of
Canada’s railroads, particularly those now-lost branches from the
golden age of steam that once ran like veins and arteries
throughout the country. This special four-book bundle collects
several of his titles, including: the poignant The Train Doesn’t
Stop Here Anymore, an examination of the railroad’s impact on
communities – when it leaves town as well; Rails Across Ontario
and Rails Across the Prairies, which trace the development of rail
across the country and its economic and social impact; and In
Search of the Grand Trunk, which takes a close look at Ontario’s
railway heritage in the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Brown’s books are entertaining but also meticulously researched.
This bundle is a treasure trove for the railway enthusiast.
Includes: In Search of the Grand Trunk Rails Across Ontario Rails
Across the Prairies The Train Doesn’t Stop Here Anymore
The Central Canada Rail Pictorial Rails Across Canada
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Few stories in the annals of railroading are as compelling as the
construction, evolution, and astounding successes of the
Canadian Pacific and Canadian National railways. This sprawling
volume combines two of Voyageur Press' most successful
Railroad Color History titles into one volume taking in the grand
scope of both railroads. Author Tom Murray presents fastidiously
researched and concisely presented histories of each railroad,
along with more than 300 photographs, including rare archival
black-and-white images and modern and period color
photography sourced from national archives and private
collections.
Rails Across North America Dundurn
Brown celebrates the survival of our railway heritage in stations
that have been saved or remain in use. Despite the "green"
benefits of rail travel, Canada has lost much of its railway
heritage. Across the country stations have been bulldozed and
rails ripped up. Once the heart of communities large and small,
stations and tracks have left little more than a gaping hole in
Canada’s landscapes. This book revisits the times when railways
were the country’s economic lifelines, and the station the social
centre. Here was where we worked, played, listened to political
speeches, or simply said goodbye to loved ones. The landscapes
that grew around the station are also explored and include such
forgotten features as station hotels, restaurants, gardens, and
the once-common railway YMCA. Railway companies often hired
the world’s leading architects to design grand station buildings
that ranged in style from chateauesque to art deco. Even small-
town stations and wayside shelters displayed an artistic flare and
elegance. Although most have vanished, the book celebrates the

survival of that heritage in stations that have been saved or
remain in use. The book will appeal to anyone who has links with
our rail era, or who simply appreciates the value of Canada’s built
heritage.
Rails Across Britain Pen and Sword
With its gallery of over 360 striking and unfamiliar images and
extensive historical text World Railways of the Nineteenth
Century invites readers to experience an unparalleled glimpse
into the world of nineteenth-century railroading.Peter Skinner,
Foreword
All Aboard! Pen and Sword
A pictorial history of Algoma Eastern Railway, which started as
Manitoulin & North Shore Railway in 1888, and was taken over by
Canadian Pacific Railway in 1930.
Steel Rails and Iron Men Pen and Sword
A must for any Canadian railroad aficionado, this special bundle
gathers six books in one for a can’t-miss retrospective of the
nation’s railway history. Rails Over the Mountains Explore
western Canada’s rich railway history, travelling from the grand
railway hotels and rustic stations to relive a time when trains
used to rumble in the West. Rails to the Atlantic Explore eastern
Canada’s railway heritage, including stations from the late 1850s,
grand hotels, bridges, and roundhouses. The Train Doesn't Stop
Here Anymore Once the lifeblood of Canada, railways and
heritage stations are a fading part of the patrimony of
communities across the nation. Rails Across Ontario Train buffs
and history lovers now have a book that explores the heritage of
Ontario’s railways, from its oldest stations to its highest bridges,
most glamorous hotels and historic train rides. Rails Across the
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Prairies Canada’s rail lines were pivotal in establishing the icons
that mark today’s landscape: massive bridges, sentinel-like grain
elevators, pattern-book wayside stations. In Search of the Grand
Trunk Discover the legacy and lore of Ontario’s railway era by
exploring the lost and abandoned rail lines that once were
essential to the province’s well-being.
Rails Across Canada Pen and Sword
Rails Across CanadaPen and Sword
Rails Across Europe Voyageur Press
This scenic photographic tour offers “an interesting snapshot of
Canadian railroading” (Continental Modeller). The origins of
Canada’s railways lie largely in the British Empire, and its two
major networks, the Canadian National and the Canadian Pacific,
operate across the whole of the country. In addition to rail

operation, the Canadian Pacific has owned and operated a sizable
fleet of cargo and passenger ships between Canada and Europe.
Canada has also had some smaller operators running services in
odd corners of the country, like the Prince Edward Island Railway
and the Newfoundland Railway. David Cable has journeyed across
Canada, extensively photographing the network of both the large
and small operators, often recording scenes in the most obscure
locations. This richly illustrated book captures his travels and the
impressive trains that connect people and goods all over the
country.
Spectacular Light Calgary : Prairie Rail Pub.
Rails Around the World is a visually glorious history depicting
trains and locomotives at work in scenic locations throughout
North America, Europe, and Asia.
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